Catalog Description: Advanced techniques in computer system software design, including network systems, operating systems, web servers, parallel computing, and databases. Prerequisite: CSE major and CSE 451.

Motivation: This course will provide the common intellectual foundation for systems research, suitable as a terminal course for those not interested in further study in systems, or as a gateway course to the various specialized systems courses the department offers. The course will cover the common foundation for research in operating systems, databases, cluster and wide area distributed systems, networking, and parallel systems. These topics include:

- Concurrency
- Transactions and serializability
- Virtualization/isolation
- Network protocol design
- Reliability out of unreliable components
- Parallelism and cache coherence
- System evolution
- Workload characterization
- Security

In addition, the course will also teach students some of the mechanics of doing systems research:

- How to read and critique a systems research paper
- How to set up and present a quantitative experiment

Student Deliverables:

- Foundational readings in computer systems
- Blog entry answering one thought question per paper
- Three problem sets
- Two design exercises
- One student-defined team project, with intermediate milestones
Readings, Blogs and Presentation: The core of the course is the reading and discussion of a set of foundational papers in computer systems. These papers cover the most important ideas in computer systems research, ones that are necessary to understand the context for any later work you might encounter. The reading is to be done before class, as we will take the papers as a starting point, not the end point of the class discussion. The approach we take is historical and comparative. While an undergraduate course in these subjects typically covers “what” computer systems do, we will focus on “why” – what other approaches were taken and what we can learn from their success and failure. Background reading is optional, included for those students who might be missing a particular topic from their preparation.

For each class other than the first, we will post a small set of discussion questions, linked off the course web page, based on the reading. You are required to add a unique comment to the discussion of one of the questions by 9am on the day of the class. (This is to give time for everyone to read the blog entries before class.) Note that the earlier you post, the easier it is to be unique. Please keep blog entries short: they can be anything that provides insight into the question being asked. We will automatically grant two mulligans during the quarter.

Project and Problem Sets: The course project is to be done in small teams (2-3 people), and should illustrate some interesting concurrent or distributed algorithm or system, and it must include a quantitative evaluation of the work. The project can be either student defined or one defined by the instructor. Sample projects would be to implement and quantitatively evaluate Paxos (week 6), optimal congestion control (week 9), or a multithreaded, replicated web storage service supporting both read and write operations (week 2, week 4). We have built a package, called Seattle, to make it easier to develop and deploy distributed software. We will give a tutorial on this system in section in the first week of class, but its use in the project is optional. In addition, every 2-3 weeks, you will be required to write a status update on your project, and to meet as a group with the TA to discuss it.

There will also be three problem sets handed out during the quarter and two extended design exercises. The problem sets and design exercises are to be done individually. The problem sets are intended to reinforce the basic material covered in the class – e.g., can you write a correct concurrent program, while the design exercises are intended to apply the ideas in the class to novel domains. The design exercises will be done in two steps: an initial draft due at noon (by email) on the day of the section, followed by a revised draft due one week later (in section). This is so that student work can benefit from the discussion in section. Your writeups should include what and why for your proposal, as well as a sketch of how you would quantitatively evaluate your approach over the alternatives (what experiments you would run).
The problem sets are due in section. Project milestone writeups are due at noon the day before your scheduled meeting with the TA to discuss the milestone. The final project presentations and writeup are due 9am Monday of finals week.

**Collaboration/Cheating:** In our experience, students often learn more from each other than they do from the instructor. Thus, we encourage you to collaborate with your classmates, in all aspects of the course. The grading in the class is emphatically not curved; we would like nothing better than for all of you to get a 4.0.

To draw a very clear line, you may use any idea from any other person or group in the class or out, provided you clearly state what you have borrowed and from whom. If you do not provide a citation -- that is, you turn other people’s work in as your own -- that’s cheating. Anything else is fair game. Of course, we’ll be grading you on the ideas you’ve added, but you should always borrow as much as you can as a starting point – there’s no point in reinventing the wheel.

**Final:** This class will have no final exam.

**Grading:** Blogs: 10%; Problem sets and design exercises: 50%; Project: 40%

**Syllabus:**

Week 1: System Design

*We kick off with two case studies of successful system designs.*


Section (10/1): Project discussion and Seattle tutorial (Justin Cappos)

Week 2: Concurrency

*Please read this first if your grasp of concurrency is rusty.*


*These papers contrast two different approaches to concurrency, the first tries to accommodate it, while the second tries to avoid it.*

**No class on 10/12 or 10/14; instead we'll meet 10/16**


Section (10/8): Individual meetings with project teams instead of section. Project outline due at noon on **Wednesday Oct 14**. problem set #1 out.

Section (10/15): Thread programming practice.

**Week 3: Parallelism**

*These papers grapple with several of the difficulties of obtaining good application performance when using multiple processors.*


Section (10/22): No section. Problem set #1 due.

**Week 4: Transactions**

*Please read the background chapter if your grasp of transactions is rusty or absent.*


*The first paper introduces the concept of transactions and how they can be implemented; the second paper shows how to extend the transaction concept to distributed systems.*


Section (10/29): Steve Riley, Amazon, Cloud Computing; Problem set #2 out.

Week 5: File Systems

*File system design did not start and end with the Berkeley UNIX FFS. Here are two case studies of how file system design is influenced by application and hardware constraints.*


Section (11/5): Design exercise #1: PCM-based storage system.

Week 6: Consensus

*These two papers provide some of the background for the theory of distributed systems. The first paper introduces the notion of state machine replication; the second shows how to make state machine replication non-blocking for most failure conditions.*


**(No class on 11/11; instead we'll meet 11/13)**


Section (11/12): Design exercise #2: High availability web service. Design exercise #1 final draft due.

Week 7: Virtualization

*These two papers explain how to implement virtual memory and virtual machines.*


(11/18) Paul Barham et al.. *Xen and the Art of Virtualization* SOSP 2003.
Section (11/19): Internet review (optional). Problem set #2 due, and problem set #3 out.

Week 8: Caching and Cache Coherence

(No class on 11/25; both papers for 11/23)

The first paper explains why caching works; the second extends caching to work in a distributed system.


No section (Thanksgiving).

Week 9: Networking

For those who lack an undergraduate background in networking, these two chapters can serve as an introduction to the basic concepts.


These two papers are case studies of a “systems” approach to network protocol design.


Section (12/3): Steve Riley, Amazon, Protocol Insecurity; Design exercise #2 final draft due.

Week 10: Security and Wrapup
The first paper outlines how to design distributed systems to be secure; the second distills rules of thumb for designing computer systems.


Section (12/10): Problem set #3 due; discussion in section.

December 14, 9am: Final project presentations